
 

 

Every man, animal and things in the world come to have their own names.  It is the name that 

distinguishes one from the other.  It is not only the name letters that are there in the name but also 

numbers are embedded therein.  Letters from A to Z and numbers 1 to 9 rule our names. 

 
When one has a good number as the name number, all good is indicated; when the number is an evil 

number, it indicates harm to the subject. 

 
Every name number has its own distinct qualities and results.  It is not that a particular number is good 

for all.  The number as such may be a good name but it may not suit some of the subjects. 

 
It has to be analysed if the name number is suitable to the birth number and the life number. 

  
Name Number Results 

 
The name number is the total of the numerical value of each letter according to numerology. 

 
Name Number 1 

Dominant Planet : Sun 

Planet Association : Sun 

 
Name number one is not very auspicious.  It shows indications of progress only in association with 

other numbers.  A little progress lead s to a bigger failure.  It brings unnecessarily complications into 

life.  It causes confusion.  The number does not have any special qualities leading to success. 

            
But   Number is favourably as pected for the door number, the number of the vehicle and the door 

number of the office address. 

            
Name Number 2  

             Dominant Planet : Moon 
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 Planet Association : Moon 

 
Name number is dominated by the Moon.  It gives the subject a great imagination.  They create ideals.  

It also implied unnecessary altercations. The progress does not last for long.  The persons with name 

number 2 lack self confidence.  They always live with sense of fear and anxiety. 

  
Name Number 3 

 Dominant Planet : Jupiter 

 Planet Association : Jupiter 

 
Those with name number 3 are greatly interested in spiritual life.  They are strong persons.  They have 

a sharp intelligence.  They are good in academics.  They go up in life  because of their personal efforts.  

They progress in life stage by stage and ultimately reach great heights.  They are honest persons.  They 

earn very high academic degrees. 

 
Name Number 4 

           Dominant Planet : Rahu 

 Planet Association : Rahu 

 
 Name number 4 causes unnecessary waste of resources and wealth.  There is no result 

commensurate with the labour input.  Psychological disorder is indicated.  They are afraid of anything 

they undertake.  They ear n enmity wherever they go. They live in a situation wherein they have to 

subject themselves to the authority of others and live a life of subjugation.  They need to be cautious 

when they speak.  Otherwise they earn unnecessary ill repute. 

 
Name Number 5 

 Dominant Planet : Budha 

 Planet Association : Budha 

 Planet Association : Budha 
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This number is constructive and creative.  It causes great fame and name.  It endows the subject with a 

life of pleasure and comforts.  They are full of se lf confidence and firmness.  They have the kubera 

luck of making a lot of money.  They enjoy the bliss of divine grace.  They need to live a life of 

restraints.  They have great interest in arts.  They like the modern.  They invent new things. 

 
Name Number 6 

 Dominant Planet : Venus 

 Planet Association : Venus 

 
They are persons who like peace and happiness.  Their  life is one of comforts.  They achieve progress 

gradually.  They are calm by temper ament.  They derive a number of benefits from friends.  They are 

talented.  They succeed in all their endeavors.  6 is  a solitary  number and therefore by itself does not 

decide the whole of the benefits to the subject. 

  
Name Number 7  

 Dominant Planet : Kethu 

 Planet Association : Kethu 

 
Name number 7 has very strong powers.  It brings the grace of the divine.  They are persons with their 

own goals in life.  There are frequent changes in thei r life.  The benefits of their labour goes to the 

others.  Their life becomes futile. Th ey are prophetic. There is no pleasure in family life.  All their 

efforts are blocked.  They enjoy mass support.   

 
Name Number 8  

 Dominant Planet : Saturn 

 Planet Association : Saturn 

 
Name Number 8 persons tend to give up family life and become the renounced.  They are not so very 

strongly involved in family life.  Only after great struggle they succeed.  Accidents and dangers are  
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indicated.  There are blockades in all their endeavors.   This number is the most  suitable for a life of 

renunciation. 

 
Name Number 9  

 Dominant Planet : Mars 

 Planet Association : Mars 

 
Name number 9 persons are men of action.  Their only ideal is to ac hieve success.  They have the 

powers to overcome all opposition.  They are full of worldly experience.  They take up frequent tours 

abroad and within the country.  They study literature.  They have will power and skill in speech.  They 

live a comfortable and prosperous life. 

 
Name Number 10  

 Dominant Planet : Sun 

 Planet Association : Sun + Zero 

 
What is special about this number is that since zero occurs at the end, it indicates alternation of good 

and bad, success and failure in life.  The life is ruled by luck for 6 months and by ill luck for another 6 

months. 

 
Their life is sedate and confident. They have a happy life.  There is no dearth of wealth.  Since the 

number is popular as divinely aspected, they have to remain honest in life.  Those who have their name 

number 10 are dignified and famous. 

 
They are like the wheel.  They keep on moving.  This number indicates the centre of the wheel and the 

zero at the end indicates the periphery.  So luck keeps on alternating. 

 
Name Number 11  

 Dominant Planet : Moon 
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           Planet Association : Sun + Sun  

They take up many a job or business.  They succeed because of their faith in god.  They get monetary 

income.  They meet with sudden accidents.  They are disappointed with friends and relatives.  They are 

betrayed by them.  They have to be careful in matters involving money.  They have the danger of 

drowning.  They are always confused.  They lack a firm mind. 

 
Name Number 12  

 Dominant Planet : Jupiter 

 Planet Association : Sun + Moon 

 They have very great powers of oratory.  Th eir skill in speech makes one wonderstruck.  They 

always work for the welfare of others.  They share the difficulties of others.   They have tremendous 

power of speech.  This is rare a number that indicates the possible dangers in advance.   The later part 

of life will be prosperous. 

 
Name Number 13  

 Dominant Planet : Rahu 

 Planet Association : Sun + Jupiter 

 
The history of the world indicates that the days on which the days associated with number thirteen as 

the sum of the year, month and year have always seen the most distressing incidents.  Such distressing 

incidents are happening in the world of science of today.  They are going to happen again and again in 

the future.  There will be unexpected sorrowful incidents occurring in life.  Attracted by women, those 

with name number 13 come to have bad relationship leading to bad reputation and shame.  A few of 

number 13 persons do live a life of dignity and yet experience confusion within and endless difficulties 

in life.  So this number does not have any luck whatsoever. 

 
Name Number 14  

 Dominant Planet : Budha 
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           Planet Association : Sun + Radhu 

 
This number is the lord of the world of arts.  People listen to their words and   follow them.  They are 

always surrounded by people wherever they go.  Th ey are the uncrowned in the fields of sales and 

production.  They earn moneys from mass communication oriented business. They are always on the 

wheels.  Anyone pays heed to their words.  All business begins from them.  They achieve great fame in 

politics.  They struggle hard while young and achieve great success and prosperity as they advance in 

age.  They have to be careful with love affairs.  They may face dangers because of fire, electricity, 

lightning, floods vehicles and travel.  Those who have the right na me do not fall a victim to such 

dangers.  Many are waiting to help them.  They live a very lucky life.   They become persons who are 

appreciated by many. 

 
Name Number 15 

 Dominant Planet : Venus 

 Planet Association : Sun + Budha 

 
They are very attentive to their affairs and achieve success in all.  They become successful one way or 

the other.  They have a certain power of attracti on on their face and they are adept in speaking.  

Therefore they can achieve success in anything.  They live a noble life.   They make great success in 

any trade or business they undertake.  They always enjoy help from friends.  There is always a great 

mass of people who are ruled by their words.  Their life  

is full of sensuous pleasures.  They enjoy all the comforts and pleasures that life can give.  There is a 

special attraction about their gait, dress and speech.  They take up various business and trade and make 

a lot of money.  The 16 name number persons sha ll not indulge in evil acts or illegitimate love; they 

shall not lodge evil thoughts in their minds.  When they avoid these, they achieve auspicious luck in 

many ways.  They get huge wealth. 
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This number is the place of origin of arts.  They become popular in their business and profession.  They 

have a bright and attractive face.  They enjoy popularity because of their attractive face.  They have the 

blessings of making money with their skill in speaking and writing. 

 
Whatever is the profession, they excel in it.  They need a lot of sensuous gratification.  They enjoy sex 

in its various forms of pleasure.  They have a liking for political life.  They are achievers. 

 
Name Number 16  

 Dominant Planet : Kethu 

 Planet Association : Sun + Venus 

There is a certain divinity about the number.  They  experience different from the ordinary thoughts 

always running through their minds.  They advance very fast only to fall and fail.  Even the ordinary 

person is lifted to the peak but suddenly   pushed   down  to  the   depths   of   the   valley.  It is the 

story of the millionaire today and a pauper tomorrow.  They lodge ev il thoughts. Their imagination is 

deviant.  Their writing has evil infl uence.  They are deviants who are likely to cause harm to the 

society.  They face disappointment, anger and a fear of fire.  Since the number in itself is malefic, those 

who have been born on an inauspicious day shall not have their names in this number. 

 
Name Number 17  

 Dominant Planet : Saturn 

 Planet Association : Sun +Kethu 

 
This number brings sufferings in many different ways.  It makes have enjoy all the good and bad habits 

in the world.  They are tireless wo rkers.  They have the strength of will to bear with all trials and 

tribulations in life. Two out of their ten attempts only succeed.  The other 8 attempts fail.  They have 

strength enough to defeat the defiant.  They are st rong persons.  The later part of life brings them 

undiminished fame.  They amass a huge wealth of land, gold and money.  They achieve great success  
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with their ceaseless strtiving.  They have a special place of honour in the heart of people.  They get 

high positions and great appreciation.  They are vainglorious too. 

 
Name Number 18  

 Dominant Planet : Mars 

 Planet Association : Sun + Saturn 

 
Since there is an association of Sun and Saturn in the name number it indicates negative forces. It 

brings a string of suffering and failures.  It brings needless enmity everywhere one goes.  It indicates 

selfishness.  Many of this name number are accused of many crime or failing or mistake.  They like to 

indulge in sex beyond the point of moderation.  They want to in dulge in the pleasures that women, 

drinks and gambling afford.  Since they live an unfair and unjust life, they are deviants.  They do not 

have any grace of god.  They face dangers because of indirect enemies, sharp weapons, bombs.  Since 

they are always incited by evil desires, they may get involved in anti social activities for selfish 

interests.  They are driven to other countries.  Their aims and ideals are of no use to anyone. 

 
Name Number 19  

 Dominant Planet : Sun 

 Planet Association : Sun + Mars 

 
This number indicate successful completion of any endeavour.  The number begins with the first 

number and ends with the last number and therefore those with this name number achieve prosperity 

gradually.  As they advance in age,  they become persons of great fame and name.  All kinds of wealth 

like money, frame, position and success keep on accumulating.  They have a good life partner.  They 

are physically strong.  Even in advanced age, they look very young.  They can be verily described to be 

the sons of the sun.  This is an apex number and indicates continuing greatness.  They come up in life 

by virtue of their striving.  They are persons of undiminished wealth. 
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They have to remain honest in their way of living.  They become greatly lucky when they do not cause 

any harm to others.  They achieve a very great name and frame.  They are as bright in their fame us the 

son of the sun. 

 
This is a very charismatic number.  They come to get land, money and gold.  They have a mass appeal.  

They are always brisk.  Even while old, they retain a youthful face and physique. 

 
They shine well in political life.  They beget a good life part ner.  They occupy ma ny good offices.  

They have a great number of good friends.  They are spiritual in their thoughts.  They live a disciplined 

life. 

 Name Number 20 

 Dominant Planet : Moon 

 Planet Association : Moon and Zero 
 
Those with 20 name number are very calm and peaceful.  They love  peace.  They are sympathetic 

enough to help the poor and the needy.  They life independence.  They  can revolutionise life.  They 

awaken the sleeping society.  When they become self ish, they turn to destroy the family, the society 

and the country.  This number indicates esoteric po wers.  Venomous creatures do no harm to them.  

They are successful in medication.  they have to control their anger.  When they become selfish, they 

end up in failure.  They benefit the whole society with a selfless attitude.  They wa nt to dispel the 

distress of others.  They assume the position of lieutenants. 

 
 Name Number 21 

 Dominant Planet : Jupiter 

 Planet Association : Moon and Sun 

 
This number indicates excessive selfishness.  They achieve anything with the help of their will power.  

The early part of life is a little troublesome and difficult.  The later part of life is full of luck.  They get  
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good positions.  They go up in life with their hard labour.  They take up anything only with the returns 

in mind.  They achiever fame, position and wealth.  Th ey enjoy a permanent job.  They are not afraid 

of sufferings.  Others become wonderstruck at their successes.  They live a prosperous life right from 

young days. 

  
Name Number 22 

 Dominant Planet : Rahu 

 Planet Association : Moon + Moon 

 
This is the number of the headquarters of all evil forces.  It attracts more of the evil than the good.  It 

leads the thoughts through the evil path.  The mind is lost in gambling, betting on horses, drinking, 

connections with women of ill repute.  They are successful in litigations.  They lose all wealth because 

of their bad habits.  They earn and lose money in evils deeds.  They conceal their defeats and live on.  

They are shrewd and successful.  Th ey do not lose heart at the difficulties in life.  They live in 

extravaganza.  It is good for them to avoid it. 

 

Name Number 23 

 Dominant Planet: Budhan 

 Planet Association : Moon + Jupiter 

This number has the Guruchandra beneficial aspect.  It enables the completion of any assignment 

conceived.  It is the veritable doorway to luck.  A ll their plans conceived with a noble ideal definitely 

succeed.  They accomplish rare feats and earn the reputation of men of action.  They complete what is 

impossible to others.  They are those who make history. 

They revolutionize politics.  They succeed in arts.  They have a royal status.  They enjoy the friendship 

of the noble and the great.  They succeed in anything with their tenacity.  With the completion of any 

mission, the number also adds a certain royal grandeur to the subject.  It is one of the luckiest numbers. 
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They cherish great  achievements as their objective.  They succeed in all of them.  They are appreciated 

by one and all.  Their life is comfortable and pe aceful.  Name Number 23  succeed only in great 

endeavors.  If they take up ordinary tasks, they become lazy and lose the game.  They should remain 

pure in their thoughts.  They go up the ladder step by step.  They are full of practical knowledge.  They 

have the force of success always by their side. 

 

Name Number 24 

Dominant Planet : Venus 

Planet Association : Moon + Rahu 

Those with 24 as the number occupy high positions in government service. They always enjoy the 

support of the public.  They become popular in a very short time.  They get their life partner from a 

higher status than themselves.  The men with this name number get a beautiful, virtuous, rich, dignified 

and famous wife.  They live a life of duty and dignity.  They don themselves in uniform dress that adds 

to their grandeur.  They start thei r business in a small way but expand it to a large one within a short 

time.  Though they begin their career with a job in the lower cadre, they occupy high positions soon.  

They become leaders.  They get a great fame. 

Many great positions seek them of their own.  The status of the life partner will be higher than theirs.  

Their life is grand.  They have royal powers. 

They have a great liking for dress and jewelry .  They make revolutions in politics.  They are full of 

patriotism.  They are interested in social work.  They are sweet friends.  They live a life of discipline.  

They have the ability to gues anything correctly.  They have the fortune of possessing large wealth. 

 

Name Number 25 

Dominant Planet : Kethu 

Planet Association : Moon and Budha 

This number indicates great struggle both in family life and professional career.  Success is to be 

attained only after considerable struggle.  They can make an achievement of a challenge.  They enjoy  
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the grace of god.  They have greater faith in god than in the powers of the human.  They always enjoy 

the support of the public.  They have a mature wisdom.  They are full of practical knowledge.  There is 

a certain dynamism about their speech.  They can foresee anything.  They live a disciplined life and are 

quite particular about their disciplines.  They are honest, truthful and devoted to god.  They live a life 

for others.  They earn international fame and reputation.  There is not much of pleasure in personal life.  

Their speech and writing are powerful.  They live as leaders honored by all.  Their fame is lasting. 

  

Name Number 26 

 Dominant Planet : Saturn 

 Planet Association : Moon and Venus 

Enjoying all pleasures in life, name number 26 persons incur debts.  They are extravagant.  They are 

loud spoken.  They maintain false pretences.  Their business and profession are adversely affected 

because of indirect enemies.  They are spoken ill of for no fault of theirs.  Their ambitions are defeated. 

They do not enjoy constant friendship.  When they  expend their virtues in bad ways, they become 

useless.  They take up a venture beyond their capab ilities and thus meet with failure.  They have an 

unending confusion in their minds.  Their anger keeps simmering throughout life.  Though they have 

noble ideals, they fail to achieve any success in life.  They are up to anything for the sake of money.  

Such is their difficulty in life.  During the later part of their life, a little of their difficulties leave them 

because of the blessings of a great mahathma. 

 

Name  Number 27 

 Dominant Planet: Mars 

 Planet Association Moon + Kethu 

This number affords powers of good reputation and rule over land.  Every day is a day towards the 

better.  It brings about a very affectionate bond between husband and wife.  The husband comes to 

have wealth because of the wife and the wife becomes rich because of the husband.  They achieve great 

success by virtue of their tenacity and hard work.  They make huge profits in their business.  They can  
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easily master knowledge in magic, incantation, meditation, wisdom, hypnotism. Spirituality is always a 

great source of support to them.  They get involved in holy activities.  They live a life of discipline.  

They live a prosperous life. 

 

Name Number 28 

 Dominant Planet : Sun 

 Planet Association : Moo n + Saturn 

 This number brings a lot of struggle into life.  Whatever the person takes up, he may have to 

meet challenges and competitions.  They earn a lot of wealth and lose it ultimately.  There is a lot of 

promising and happy developments at the beginning of life.  But in the later part of life, losses and 

sufferings are indicated. 

 They advance very fast only to end up in failure.  They incur huge losses because of friends and 

relatives. It brings ill reputation.  They lose hard earned wealth for no fault of theirs.  Their property is 

suddenly confiscated. 

 Wherever they go, they face challenges, jealousy and competition.  Any business they take up 

brings losses.  They become slaves to evil forces.  It is good for 28 name number persons to have their 

names modified to a lucky one. Number 28 is the worst of the name numbers. 

  

Name Number 29  

 Dominant Planet: Moon 

 Planet Association : Moon + Mars 

Name number 29 persons indulge in unnecessary activities and get into troubles.  The family life is full 

of confusion.  They may have to often meet litigation at various levels, both institutional and outside.  

They get involved in police complaints.  Friends and relatives become ungrateful.  Indirect enemies 

keep on talking ill of them.  Such enemies make other suspect number 29 persons.  Men suffer because 

of women and women because of men.  There is always disagreement between husband and wife.  

They do not have any trust in others.   At times, unable to bear the sufferings caused by a member of  
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the opposite sex, they may resort to suicide.  They yield when someone opposes  them.  When they find 

one timid, they try to dominate.  This number affords no sense of satisfaction in life. 

 

Name Number 30  

 Dominant Planet: Jupiter 

 Planet Association : Jupiter + Zero 

Name number 30 persons achieve esoteric powers easily.  They possess all th e psychological powers 

that are the result of mental discipline.  They have  a fertile imagination.  They have knowledge of the 

sciences. They are endowed with the powers of thought.  They do anything as dictated by their own 

mind.  They take up even difficu lties tasks just for their satisfaction even if it has no promise of any 

profit. 

They come to have very rare powers.  They su cceed in anything easily. They are not very much 

interested in making money or earning wealth.  They do not make compromises for the sake of money 

or fame.  They nee not go  for help from anyone but every one will be ready to help them.  Esoteric 

powers like yoga, vedic arts, ritualistic excellence and sanctification are always within reach for them. 

  

Name Number 31 

 Dominant Planet: Rahu 

 Planet Association : Jupiter + Sun 

Name number 31 indicates expertise in arts.  They are greatly interested in spiritualism, vedantha, 

yoga, astrology, magic and medicine.  They always long to be independent and fly like free birds.  

They spend as they like.  They never listen to the words of the others.  They act only according to what 

they think is right.  They succeed in anything they take up. Though they are successful, they do not 

gloat over success.  They are very fair and just persons.  Some of them give up family life and become 

sanysins.  Their life comes across disturbing sad incidents.  They can read the end of their life with the 

help of their spiritual powers.  They do get positions but they do not last long. 
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Name Number 32 

 Dominant Planet: Budhan 

 Planet Association: Jupiter + Moon 

 
This number has the power of irresistible attraction.  They can mast er esoteric powers.  They get 

popular support.  Their words become true.  There is  a special attraction in their speech.  They speak 

surprisingly wonderful words.  This  number bestows a charisma.  They have to be a little careful in 

romance.  They succeed when they follow the dictates of their own conscience but fail when they listen 

to the words of others.  They are treasures of knowledge.  They have a sharp intelligence  and divine 

foretelling powers.  Their eyes have a strong magnetic power.  They excel in magic they understand the 

esoteric mysteries. 

Since the number is a sequence of 3 followed by two, it indicates a constant descent.  They live in 

affluence for six months and difficulties for another six months.  Success and failure keep on 

alternating in their life. They adapt novel methods and means. They keep a smiling face and have an 

impressive appearance. They are known for their intellectual achievements. Their attraction and youth 

last for long in life. They are a little strange in their attitudes. 

 
Name Number  33 

 Dominant Planet : Venus 

 Planet Association : Jupiter + Jupiter 

 
This is number blessed with the grace of Ashta Lakshmi. They come to have all kinds of wealth. They 

are full of devotion to god. They are good in magic, astrology, medicine and spiritual wisdow. They are 

always supported by divine grace. They are the dwelling houses of grace. They get all kinds of wealth 

like gold, money., house, vehicle and such. Their prosperity is always on the increase. They are masters 

in many; arts. They enjoy unending wealth. They take up ling distance travel related to spirituality. 

They. They live the life of the venerated. They becone happy in helping others. Their words become  
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true. They live with fame and name. Those who are physically weak shall not have a name number of 

33. They get money in many ways and means. 

 

This number enjoys the fullest blessings of the Goddess of Luck. They enjoy the blessings of all gods. 

They have the privilege of ownership of vehicles of all varieties. 

 
They live in   great house. They ge t very good friends. They enjoy the blessing of both the master and 

the gods. They have the luck of winning a success always. 

 
They have a very great spiritual leaning. They are strong persons. They have sharp intelligence. They 

are good in education. They come up in life with their own efforts. They advance gradually through life 

and achieve great success. They are very honest persons. They earn the highest academic 

qualifications. 

 
Name Number 34 

 Dominant Planet: Kethu 

 Planet Association: Jupiter +Rahu 

 
 Those with 34 as the name number are always interested in having sex.  

They desire a new dame every day.  They spend quite  a lot of money for this. They drink too. They get 

their money from various sources. They always that which is attractive. There is always  confusion in 

the domestic front. They are addicts to one thing or the other. They  spend all the moneys they earn in 

fulfilling their sexual desire or other desires. They indulge in sex and other carnal pleasures to please 

the mind. There are a number of people who talk ill of them behind their backs. It is easy for name 

number34 persons to earn money. 

 

Name Number 35 

 Dominant Planet : Saturn 
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           Planet Association : Jupiter + Budha 

Name number 35 persons have more to spend than they earn. Their business or profession faces hurdles 

all the time. They are very much interested in indulgences like sex, drinks. They are likely to lose all 

the hard earned money suddenly in just a day. They find extremely difficult to face difficulties. They 

also face accidents. They are constantly engaged in litigation. Good friend betray them. Physical 

ailments are also indicated. Any business in their own name leads to losses. They suffer because of 

nervous complaints and also paralysis .They want to earn money through foul means. 

 
This name number brings all dangers and losses like bad reputation. 

Name Number 36 

 Dominant Planet : Mars 

 Planet Association : Jupiter + Venus 

 
 This number leads to great success through hard labour. They  get fame and wealth. They 

become lucky only when they leave their native place and settle down in other towns or other 

countries. Those who stay back in the native place do not enjoy any luck at all. There is constant 

confusion in the family. They get good position and appreciation. They have the fortune of 

administering many a business. This number causes a lot of confusion in the family. People around him 

pretend to be friends but are actually their worst enemies. They are more popular than comfortable. 

 
Name Number 37 

 Dominant Planet : Sun 

 Planet Association : Jupiter + Kethu 

 
Name number 37 causes great powers of popular appeal. It gives a prosperous and comfortable life. 

Their words become increasingly influential. They look attractive in their dress, activities, gestures. 

They stand to benefit from friend in many different ways. Men are benefited by women and women by 

women and  women by men, This number brings complete success in a romantic affair. They are the  
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princes of love.  They enjoy a hi gh and dignified position in the society.  They become famous in 

politics and cinema. 

 

They struggle at the beginning of their life but become successful at the end.  They get the association 

of persons who are well above them in every possible way.  They get good friends of both the sexes. 

 

Their business become very profitable.  They prosper very  well.  It brings unexpected success in 

succession.  It is a very favourable number.  Those who have 37 as name number shall not indulge in 

evil activities.  They shall give up thoughts of betrayal and greed.  That brings them a great life.  The 

mediocre become great.  The great people with this name number get belated success. 

 

It gives a pleasant life.  They become famous in politics and social life.  They have a great number of 

friends.  Their life partner is better than themselves in status and wealth.  People listen to their words. 

 

They get money from many different business.  They are interested in arts and also have expertise.  

They succeed in love affairs.  The enjoy the support of great persons.  They have an attractive 

appearance.  Their wealth is constantly on the increase. 

 

Name Number 38 

 Dominant Planet : Moon 

 Planet Association : Jupiter and Saturn 

 

Those under the influence of name number 38 love to be loved.  This number makes even an ordinary 

person a king of kings.  As they grow old, their frame, wealth  and position keep on moving up.  They 

get the support of those in power.  Their spiritual associations keep on increasing.  They get great status 

in the society.  They go up in stages.  Their spiritual powers keep manifest.  They shine we in public 

life.  They take up frequent pilgrimages.  Though many favourable aspects are indicated, the end of the  
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life will be mysterious and unexpected.  They may have to suffer because of unexpected dangers that 

jump on them suddenly or because of indirect enemies who are skilful in their cunning.  At the end of 

life, there will be shocking and horrible incidents.  Since this number is a combination of Jupiter (3) 

and Saturn (8), life continues to be bloody in all aspects. 

 
Name Number 39 

 Dominant Planet : Jupiter 

 Planet Association : Jupiter + Mars 

 
Name number 39 persons cherish good thoughts.  They are very able persons.  They keep on working 

for the welfare of the others.  They always consider the welfare of others to be important.  They do not 

enjoy very good health.  They may have to suffer because of skin diseases.  Though they are honest and 

hard working, the credit due to them is enjoyed by others. 

 

All kinds of skin disorders are indicated.  They carry on with large business with the help of their 

contacts abroad.  They are so good that they will do anything for the good of relatives and friends.  

They are persons of goodwill.  They life moves acco rding to their plan.  Th ey come to enjoy great 

pleasures in the later part of life. 

 

Name Number 40 

 Dominant Planet : Rahu 

 Planet Association : Rahu + Zero 

 

They are persons of great intelligence.  They get sudden influx of money.  They have a great many 

friends.  This number is the symbol of success.  They get wealth and fame.  They enjoy large wealth 

and pleasures.  They have the tenacity to take anything to its successful completion.  They are daring 

and self-confident.  If they indulge in any untoward activities, it will be glaring to the observes.  They  
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excel in farming activities.  At the end of their life,  they become totally neglected.  The whole society 

disowns them at theat time of their life. 

 

Name Number 41 

 Dominant Planet : Budhan 

 Planet Association : Raghu + Sun 

 

This number has remarkable powers.  They are sharp in their intelligence.  They have great power to 

govern over people.  Everyone obeys to his or her words.  They are successful persons.  They get great 

fame.  They win in competitions very easily.  They earn international fame.  They accomplish historical 

feats. 

 

There is a certain attraction about their speech.  They live a prosperous life with undiminished fame.  

They get good positions as a matter of fact.  They should not become egotistic.  If they become proud 

of themselves, they meet with great defeat in life.  Number 5 should give up all egotism.  They shine 

well in social life. 

 

They are very much interested in development.  They can easily master meditation, yoga and 

hypnotism.  But they should measure their steps.  They amass huge wealth.  They get great fame and 

high position in professions. They take up many businesses and become great. 

 

Name Number 42 

 Dominant Planet : Venus 

 Right from youth, they have a good physique and are always brisk.  They succeed in any 

endeavour.  They have undiminishing wealth.  They shine well in politics, arts and social life. 
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They are charismatic personalities.  There is life in their speech.  Great positions seek them.  They live 

a famous life.  They have the powers to subdue others.  They are full of desires.  They are thrifty.  They 

amass all forms of wealth.  They are full of courage, will power, self-confidence.  They have an ever 

increasing spiritual power.  When they resist the temptation to be selfish, their health is ensured.  They 

have a strong body.  Many responsib le positions come in search of them.  Whatever illness they may 

feel is almost immediately cured.  They have a majestic look.  Th is number is the most lucky  one. 

They get money, position and fame. They live with a lot of fame. 

 

This number is powerful and therefore they come to have o powerful body. There is majesty and 

attraction about their appearance.   They discard any illness.  They ar e careful in matters of money.  

They are adept in acquiring wealth.  They have a great mass appeal.  They have the power to subdue 

others. 

 

They are attached to spiritualism.  They get many good positions  as a matter of fact.  They are 

interested to know about things in the world.  They work hard.  They acquire great sums of money. 

 

Name Number 43 

 Dominant Planet : Kethu 

 Planet Association : Rahu + Jupiter 

 

Name number 43 persons have strange thoughts.  They are subject to shifting their stand frequently.  

They have two minds all the time.  They keep changing their profession and business frequently.  They 

keep on releasing strong statements.  They are full of imagination.  They are adepts in both speech and 

writing.  They are revolutionary persons.  All their endeavours finally  end in success.  Their sorrows 

are suffered by others.  Revolutionary zeal is th e weapon for their success.  They earn enemies 

suddenly.  They always succeed.  There is shrewdne ss about them.  They are also quick in action.  

Their family life is not that very peaceful. They preserve public welfare. They have broad knowledge.  
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They are good in several arts. There are more who oppose them than support them.  They enjoy the 

incidence of their profile reaching others.  They are full of spiritual love. 

 
Name Number 44 

 Dominant Plant : Saturn 

 Planet Association : Rahu + Rahu 

 
Those with name number 44 realise the proceeds of their skills directing them in many different 

directions.  They have a fertile mind.  They earn money through arts.  When they do not control their 

mind, they incur shame because of their bad deeds. They may even be convicted by law.  They are 

likely to suffer both physical illness and mental affliction.  They benefit from business related to iron, 

ellu, chemicals, vehicles.  Their business may be blocked because of natural calamities.  They face 

danger from water, fire and electricity.  They are full  of sexual thirst.  They shoulder family burdens 

right at a young age.  If they do not control their mind, they go astray through the evil paths and end up 

in shame and sufferings.  That brings unmitigated sufferings and deathlike pain.   

 

Name Number 45 

 Dominant Plant : Mars 

 Planet Association : Rahu + Budha 

  

Number forty five is the camp of luck.  They get great positions a nd appreciation without seeking.  

They preserve the welfare of others.  They have the gift of the gab.  They take up many a profession.  

They are tireless workers.  Th ey achieve great development and success in their business and 

profession.  They keep a smiling face and speak very engagingly with anyone.  They never reveal their 

personal secrete to others.  They do not show out their difficulties.  This number dispels all illnesses.  It 

indicates a strong body and a strong will power.  They are fastidious about anything they do and  
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achieve success.  They shone well in politics.  They enjoy all kinds of pleasures in life. They also stand 

to remain very famous.  They acquire lasting wealth.  They live happily. 

 

Name Number 46 

 Dominant Planet : Sun 

 Planet Association : Raghu + Venus 

 
Those with 46 as the name number are kings of success.  All their plans conceived with nobility of 

thought definitely succeed.  They are idealists.  They reach the topmost rung of whatever profession or 

business they take up.  Fame reaches them of its  own accord.  This number gives high offices in 

politics.  Wherever they go, they will lead others. 

 

As they advance in years, their fame, wealth and money keep on the ascent.  When they make proper 

use of their sharp intelligence, they remain the lord of success.  They have auspicious powers about 

them.   

 

They get good life partner and good children.  They gain international reputation.  Their life is noble 

and majestic.  Those who do not have children shall make use of this number for becoming parents.  46 

persons shall remain honest in life.  That enhances the effect of their luck. 

 

They accomplish great feats in the field of arts.  Their opinions are such that everyone accepts them.  

Many persons constantly seek them.  They are a mass appeal.  They are ad ept in fighting it out for 

realizing their ideals in life.  They are just and benevolent. 

They pave a special path for themselves and pursue the same.  They are courageous.  They are 

acknowledged in history as great achievers.  Many good positions seek them.  They gain great fame, 

name and position.  They are eager to achieve success. 
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They have numerous friends.  They are knowledgeable in many arts.  They are full of patriotism and 

faith in god.  They are appreciated wherever they go.  Their thoughts are always noble.  They have the 

powers of imagination.  These are their endowments by birth. 

 

They create records in any area of life.  They are supported by the divine to a great extent.  They 

become famous in polities and arts.  They are ardent workers.  They  have numerous relatives.  They 

stand first in anything. 

 

They get a good life partner and good children.  They  earn a very good reputation for themselves.  

They work with a great ideal in their minds.  They achieve total success in all that they do.  Good 

positions reach them of their own accord. 

 

Name Number 47 

 Dominant Planet : Moon 

 Planet Association : Rahu + Kethu 

Name number 47 persons are very good in having things done.  Their monetary status becomes better 

dramatically quickly.  They become suddenly rich.  Money reaches them in a great speed.  This number 

makes even a very ordinary person very rich.  They should learn not to torture or kill creatures.  They 

should cultivate devotion to god.  Others become jealous at their progress and development.  They 

become royal in wielding influence of money.  They ar e likely to suffer from difficulties with sight, 

headache and even blindness.  If they indulge in hunting, they shall give it up.  Otherwise it will entail 

sin to be carried over to next birth.  Those of name number 47 persons who pursue the path of the 

divine reach heaven.  Their soul is redeemed.  They should refrain from sins. 

 

Name Number 48 

 Dominant Planet : Jupiter 

 Planet Association : Rahu + Saturn 
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They get involved in matters spiritual.  They are very much interested in the welfare of others.  They 

have the powers to make an achievement of a challenge.  They take up ventures beyond their 

capabilities.  They are gracious enough to forgive those who harm them. 

 

They are particular about matters related to the divine and the spiritual.  They have a great liking to 

take up social service.  Fate plays an adverse role in their life.  They earn money and wealth but lose 

them in course of time.  They are very much interested in pilgrimages.  Their body and mind are filled 

with the power of the spiritual. 

 

Name Number 49 

 Dominant Planet : Rahu 

 Planet Association : Raghu + Mars 

 Name number 49 persons guide the life of many.  They are persons who accomplish heroic 

deeds.  They get sudden inflow of money.  They accomplish rare feats and become famous.  They take 

up travel to other places and abroad very frequently.  They earn immovable property.  They come 

across many experiences in life and thus become seasoned persons.  They ge t money unexpectedly.  

They are imaginative.  They get money from professions or business related to arts.  They are subject 

to accidents.  They may even be  burnt to death.  If the body number and the life number are 

complementary, they become lucky.  Otherwis e they are likely to be attacked by others. 

 

Name Number 50 

 Dominant Planet : Budhan 

 Planet Association : Budhan + Zcro 

 This number is the symbol of the peak of intelligence.  They are full of imagination.  They are 

great and versatile scholars.  They are tenacious.  They are hard working.  They become philosophers.  

They earn money tenaciously.  They have a great physical strength. 
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Name number 50 brings perfect luck only after the age of 50 years.  They are the best in teaching 

others.  They are interested in tr avel.  They have the ability to speak effectively.  They have special 

expertise in mathematics, science, astrology and law. They earn huge sums of money with their 

writings and speeches.  They pursue the path of spiritualism diligently.  Their life is filled all along 

with luck. 

 

Name Number 51 

 Dominant Planet : Venus 

 Planet Association : Budhan and Sun 

Name number 51 has the luck of sudden prosperity.  It  is very dynamic.  It makes even the poorest 

person the richest.  Even ordinary  person becomes a hero.  They become famous.  They get money 

from unexpected sources.  They oc cupy great offices.  They are al ways involved in thinking and 

reflection.  They keep on  working forgetting rest, food and sleep.  They are endo wed with physical 

strength and will power.  There is a potent power ruling over their bodies.  They should learn to adjust 

with others.  Otherwise, those who become jealous of their progress may cause death, accidents and 

opposition.  They amass wealth.  They progress through life in lightning speed.  They have the gait of a 

millionaire.  They get all kinds of prosperity like wealth, position and fame.  Their objective is to make 

money. 

 

This number enhances income sources.  They have to maintain secr ecy.  They come to have many 

business.  They have a strong body.   They have a strong will power and self-confidence.  There is a 

kind of magnetic power about their body. 

 

They excel in agriculture and farming.  They constantly keep thinking about bettering their prospects.  

This number brings sudden prosperity.  They have a wide circle of friends and relatives.  They have a 

wide circle of friends and relatives.  They work hard. 
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Name Number 52 

 Dominant Planet : Kethu 

 Planet Association : Budhan and Moon 

Name number 52 indicates great fame and popularity.  They make history.  Th ey change the heart of 

others with the help of their sharp intelligence.  They become internationally renowned.  They have an 

attractive face.  Their speech is full of life.   They observe spiritual discipline very well.  They are a 

source of inspiration to others.  Their family life is full of confusion.  Their personal life does not 

afford pleasure.  But their social life is holy.  Though life is simple and straight while young, problems 

start accumulating, as they grow old.  There is a special attraction about their gait and bearing.  They 

are blessed to die the death of a famous person.  The later part of  life indicates great progress and 

development. 

  

Name Number 53 

 Dominant Planet : Saturn 

 Planet Association : Budhan + Jupiter 

 They have a desire for becoming famous.  They meet with failures in life.  They achieve a few 

instances of success because of their tenacity.  Their intellect and wisdom are challenged.  They master 

esoteric arts like magic, yoga, mastery of arts and controlling the spirits.  They possess extraordinary 

capabilities.  Their intellect is useful only to others.  They come across sufferings every now and then 

torturing their heart.  They are disappointed in partnership ventures.  They become famous when they 

take up social service.  They do not get much of personal benefits.  They live like a sanyasi.  They are 

patient and sedate to the maximum.  They achieve success after hard work.  When they do not hurry 

but act deliberately, they do succeed in life. 

 

Name Number 54 

 Dominant Planet : Mars 

 Planet Association : Budhan + Rahu 
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Name number 54 indicates struggle while young and success while growing old.  Success and failure 

alternate in life.  Their hard earned wealth is abducted by others.  They should think many times before 

taking up any venture.  Every 25 years in life, they have a lucky period of 4 years.  In the next round of 

25 years they suffer losses and difficulties for two years.  They are good in powers of speech.  They are 

the source of guidance and counseling to many.  Th ey should not become proud and greedy.  Though 

this number indicates luck of some sort, they live the life of a slave. 

  

Name Number 55 

 Dominant Planet : Sun 

 Planet Association : Budhan + Budhan 

This number focuses the powers of success.  It brings physical strength and will power that manifest 

themselves unmistakably.  They are masters of es oteric knowledge.  They are great in counseling 

people.  Their intellectual prowess expresses itself through all their five sense. 

 

They have a broad knowledge spread over many fields.  So they should make proper use of their 

intellectual power.  Otherwise, they become confused.  Partnership ventures are not suitable to them. 

 

Number 55 brings complete success in competitions.  Since there is  a combination of Budhan in the 

number, it blunts the opposition.  This number dispels diseases that are not usually spoken about. 

 

When the genius is steered through the right path, it brings great nobility.  They become famous. 

 

Name number 55 indicates heroism.  They have physical strength and will power. 

 
They are leaders of men.  They have great knowledge and pure thoughts. 
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This number dispels hidden diseases.  Partnership business is not suitable to them.  Independent 

business is suitable.  Their mind works with the speed of lightning.  Their family life become 

quarrelsome but becomes alright in course of time. 

  

Name Number 56 

 Dominant Planet : Moon 

 Planet Association : Budhan and Venus 

Name number 56 brings a life of luxury and extravaganza.  Their life is full of secrets.  They can entice 

the goddess of wealth.  They are always brisk.  So me of them cheat others and make a living of it.  

They master esoteric tricks.  They succeed in competitions and gambling.   

 

However great a wealth they acquire, it leaves them in a jiffy.  They do not s tick on to a permanent job 

or business.  They take up business or profession that makes a nomad of them.  Their deeper self and 

the manifest self pull along in different directions. 

 

There is a mental conflict in them.  Their family life is full of problems.  Wealth that does not last, an 

attitude that is not steady are indicated.  There are frequent changes in life.   

The mind has the powers to control esoteric agents.  It is never steady. 

  

Name Number 57 

 Dominant Planet : Jupiter 

 Planet Association : Budhan + Kethu 

Their life is a mix of success and failure.  Since they are influenced by the moon, they wax and wane.  

Their life is full of ups and downs.  The early part of life is succ essful and the later part full of 

sufferings. 
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They lose their wealth like an object sliding down a slop.  So sudden and fa st is their losses.  An 

ordinary person  becomes a great man only to become  nobody at the end.  They speak in terms of 

philosophy.  They should not take up a business ve nture that need capital input.  Such business is 

crippled almost immediately.  It brings shame.  It is better to take up a business dependent on others.  

They have to be deliberate in making any decision whatsoever. 

  

Name Number 58 

 Dominant Planet : Rahu 

 Planet Association : Budhan and Saturn 

Number 58 has a mass appeal.  It brings a high status in the society.  They reach a high position step by 

step.  They succeed in all their endeavours.  They occupy great positions in politics.  They indulge in 

criminal and unethical activities.  They are always subject to confusion.  They are very selfish.  Their 

greed makes them lose good friends.  They have diseases associated with bile.  They have great sexual 

desires.  They get involved with women of loose character and incur disrepute.  They may have to 

suffer greatly.  When the birth number and life number are auspicious or when the signature is aspected 

with 4,7,8 of Rahu association become lucky with this name number.  Others suffer very badly if they 

have this name number.  The combination of 5, the number of Budhan and 8, the number of Saturn 

indicates virtue but no dignity. 

  

Name Number 59 

 Dominant Planet : Budhan 

 Planet Association : Budhan + Mars  

 Name number 59 indicates bright life in arts.  They always exhibit a sense of humour.  They 

have a mass appeal.  They earn greatly with their abilities in writing.  People become enticed with their 

thoughts and writing.  They are particular about making money.  They  have a special talent in writing 

stories, poetry, articles and other forms of creative writing.  They are particular about making money.   
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They have a special talent in writing stories, poetry, articles and other forms of creative writing.  They 

earn a lot of money. 

 

They should have good dietary habits and maintain healthy thinking.  Otherwise their health is 

adversely affected.  They keep on moving up as if they are moving up a ladder, step by step.  They 

should learn to control their emotions.  They achieve significantly with their talents in creativity and 

performing arts.  They are successful in arguments. They get great position because of the support of 

the masses.  They become masters in the field of writing.  They come to rule the world with the support 

of the public.  They have mass appeal, mastery over writing and command over language.  They endow 

them with the power of irresistible appeal to all. 

  

Name Number 60 

 Dominant Planet : Venus 

 Planet Association : Venus + Zero 

 They have a peaceful home and a loving wife.  They are experts in arts and knowledgeable too.  

They enjoy lasting wealth.  Their influence among the people lasts for long.  They are great enough to 

be venerated by others.  They have special skills in speaking.  They hold an argument very well.  Fine 

intellect and deep thought are their special qualities.  They are peaceful.  They are humble.  They have 

plenty of friends and relatives.  They have a very happy married life.  They make a living of arts.  They 

earn their wealth in writing and delivering speeches.  They have an a ttractive gait about them.  They 

also appear majestic.  They earn money through a profession that makes others happy and entertained.  

Their luck is undiminishing and their prosperity is lasting.  They live a happy, prosperous and 

comfortable life. 

 

 They excel in arts.  They like novelty in anything.  They have deep thoughts and wisdom.  Their 

face is bright and attractive.  They have an excellent ability in speaking. 
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They good an excellent life partner.  Their family life is excellent.  They entertain others.  They have 

artistic talents.  They have a great sense for art.  They get money through many means. 

  

Name Number 61 

 Dominant Planet : Kethu 

 Planet Association : Venus + Sun 

Name number 61 persons have mastery over esoteric powers.  Th ey are great experts.  They 

accomplish greatness in arts.  Their fame keeps on growing every day.  They do anything according to 

their own choice.  Their mind constantly wavers.  Li fe is full of ups and downs.  Success and failure 

alternate in their life.  When they do not indulge in sex out of the way, they become lucky after the age 

of 52 and come to get a dignified position.  There is nothing remarkable about their family life.  They 

complete any mission they undertake.  They can complete any work.  There are many occasions when 

they take up unnecessary attempts and waste their resources.  They enjoy all pleasures of life and come 

to undergo the suffering later.  They keep on troubling their minds with unwanted fancies.  They do not 

stick on to any place whatever be their business or profession.  It is good for them if they live a sedate 

life.  They enjoy great name and fame. 

  

Name Number 62 

 Dominant Planet : Saturn 

 Planet Association : Venus + Moon 

Name number 62 indicates an even distribution of happiness and suffering.  They enjoy all pleasures of 

life wholeheartedly.  They make foes of friends.  They do not maintain good relationship with relatives.  

They may have to go about places for making a living.  There is no happiness in married life.  They are 

given to greed.  Their inte lligence bubbles forth as if from a fountain.  They cheat others with their 

cunning and make a living.  They will cheat anybody and everybody.  They ar e tempted by anything 

that is attractive.  They start daydreaming for things beyond their capabilities.  They maintain illicit  
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sexual relationship.  They are therefore subject to sexually transmitted diseases.  Their desire to enjoy 

all kinds of pleasures in the world. 

  

Name Number 63 

 Dominant Planet : Mars 

 Planet Association : Venus + Jupiter 

This number is made up of the devaguru 3 and asuraguru 6 and therefore means more harm than good.  

It reflects evil forces.  They are able to master evil forces like black magic, controlling and ordering 

spirits and other magical powers.  Their mind is never stable. They sleep during the day and keep 

awake during the night.  Their mind is always contemplating evil deeds.  They have almost a fanatic 

desire for gambling, sex, stealing and the resultant pleasure.  They do beco me lucky one day or the 

other.  But that is not in any way useful to them. 

  

Name Number 64 

 Dominant Planet : Sun 

 Planet Association : Venus + Rahu 

This number gives exorbitant will power and development of the intellect.  They perform what cannot 

be performed by others and thus become very famous.  They get hi gh positions in the government.  

They have the privilege of being venerated by many. 

 

This is a number that brings both friendship and animosity evenly.  Their words become true.  They are 

in many business and occupations.  Their life sees ups and downs alternatively. 

 

Sometimes they enjoy sudden upward movement in their status.  Family life is not that very peaceful.  

They are successful. 
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           Dominant Planet : Mars 

 Planet Association : Venus + Budhan 

This number enhances the powers of the divine.  There is a great in terest in spirituality.  There is 

spiritual development also.  They enjoy the support and trust of the great.  They have a happy and 

contented life.  They have good friends and helping relatives.  They become famous in arts.  They get 

caught in unexpected trouble but escape with the grace of god.  Wo men interrupt their life to a very 

great extent.  Unexpected dangers and wounds are indicated. 

 

Name Number 66 

 Dominant Planet : Jupiter 

 Planet Association : Venus + Venus 

 

They are masters of many arts.  They are interested in enjoying all the pleasures in the world.  They 

enjoy the friendship of the great and the support of the ruling.  They are orators.  They like 

extravaganza greatly.  They  enjoy all pleasures while young and start having everything after middle 

age.  Their speech has an attractionand appeal about it.  They  excel in arts, mathematics, poetry and 

science. 

 

Name Number 67 

 Dominant Planet : Rahu 

 Planet Association : Venus + Kethu 

Number 67 persons are very intelligent.  They are famous persons.  They have a mass appeal.  They 

enjoy popular support and the support becomes a power for them.  This number brings great success in 

arts ad creative writing.  They excel in the field of cinema.  They are good in scripting, acting, direction 

and Iyrics.  This is a number potent enough to give all fame to artistes.  They are full of tenacity and 

hard work.  They enjoy the support of the government and the great persons.  They have a great   
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imagination.  They are interested in spirituality and succeed in it.  They attract anybody and everybody.  

They should be careful with their sexual indulgence.  they sahll get engaged in social welfare. 

 

When they become selfish, the face failure.  This number brings great popularity to those in the field of 

cinema and other arts.  It is not lucky to the others.  This number has the Power of Sukracharya. 

 

Name Number 68 

 Dominant Planet : Budhan 

 Planet Association : Venus + Saturn 

 

Name number 68 gives even results.  It brings strong devotion to god.  They are thrifty.  Luck keeps 

rolling in their life.  Yesterday they  had been a lord and today they are but another person.  They get 

involved in unwanted affairs and suffer because of it.  They become greedy only to be led to losses.  

They want to become a sudden millionaire and seek recourse to wrong means.  It brings only a bad 

reputation to them.  However affluent they become, they remain dissatisfied.  Their life is a course 

through ups and downs.  They ma ke profit in business and occupation related to iron, machinery, 

vehicles, commission, real estate. 

 

Name Number 69 

 Dominant Planet : Venus 

 Planet Association : Venus and Mars 

 

Name number 69 indicates success in any endeavour.  Th ey enjoy the status of a king of the society.  

They accumulate a large wealth.  They do not expect anyone to help them.  They are their own help 

and succeed with their own labour.  They have a majestic appearance.  Their status is such that others 

are afraid of them.  There is a certain royalty about their speech and actions.  At times they indulge in 

unnecessary actions just for self satisfaction.  They possess a powerful speech.  They spend freely on  
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arts.  They lead their married life in explicit happiness.  They have friends who are will above them in 

status.  Wherever they go, they are invited enthusiastically. 

 

Name Number 70 

 Dominant Planet : Kethu 

 Planet Association : Kethu + Zero 

Name Number 70 indicates extraordinary wisdom.  They are the light of wisdom.  They are impatient 

and prone to anger.  There is a certain speed and haste about their actions.  They take up great 

endeavors and fail.  They can be easily cheated.  After 43 years they come across good progress and 

fame in life.  While young they struggle had and fall a prey to addiction.  As they grow old, they 

become affluent and famous.  7 is Kethu and associated with Zero, it gives the entire benefits of Kethu.  

They become renewed philosophers.  They are  interested in spiritu alism.  They are respected by 

foreigners.  They have nobility of character and discipline.  They are knowledgeable even while young.  

Their words are prophetic.  They become wise.  Their fame is always growing. 

  

Name Number 71 

 Dominant Planet: Saturn 

 Planet Association : Kethu and Sun 

This number is synonymous with the intelligent person.  They are men of intelligent thoughts.  They 

shape the thoughts of the world of thoughts.  They  resolve the problems of many.  They take up 

mission related to places or worship like renovation of temples.  The begi nning of life is full of 

struggle.  As they proceed in life, they get one su ccess after the other.  They acquire wealth by many 

means.  They take up charitable and  benevolent acts wholeheartedly.  They have the luck of making 

money by writing and speaking.  They become famous as artistes.  They get high positions and fame.  

There is great danger from indirect enemies.  They are lucky persons. 
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           Dominant Planet: Mars 

 Planet Association: Kethu and Moon 

This number has great potential and administrative ability.  They progress in life with their own efforts.  

They accumulate property like house, vehicle and lands.  They get wealth by many means.  They 

accumulate all varieties of grain and gems.  Busine ss related to money brings them great wealth.  

Export and Import business also makes them rich.  They have to be realistic and adjustable.  That will 

make them very rich persons. They have the indications of exercising authority over many.  This 

number endows one with money, position, fame and all.  It gives a long and happy life. 

  

Name Number 73 

 Dominant Planet: Sun 

 Planet Association: Kethu and Jupiter 

This number gives the life of a lord.  It brings fame, position and riches.  They stand to be benefit from 

the government and those in high positions.  They plan in confidence and achieve success without the 

knowledge of others. 

  

They are full of property like land, house and vehicle.  They get money from many sources.  When 

they remain devoted to got and honest, they come to enjoy all kinds of pleasures in life. 

 

If they have a perfect character, they succeed in anything with the grace of god. 

 

Name Number 74 

 Dominant Planet: Moon 

 Planet Association : Kethu and Radhu 

However much they get, they always run short of money.  They ha ve the objective of reforming the 

society. They have staunch faith in religion.  Th ey keep on facing difficulties.  They are adept in 

propaganda.  Only the life of a sanyasi brings happiness to them.  Their sufferings are unending.  They  
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have problem with their stomach.  They are interested in arts and literature.  Their mind is not stable at 

all.  This number makes life futile and therefore not beneficial. 

  

Name Number 75 

 Dominant Planet: Jupiter 

 Planet Association : Kethu + Budhan 

 They are creative writers.  They are always surrounded by friends wherever they go.  They have 

great fame.  They write many books.  Their vers e is mellifluous.  They become suddenly rich and 

famous.  They earn with their writing and speech.  They are by nature helpful to others.  They have a 

great many good friends.  They excel in music and acting. 

  

Name Number 76 

 Dominant Planet : Rahu 

 Planet Association : Kethu and Venus 

Name number 76 indicates great status and wealth.  But suddenly they lose everything.  They become 

famous.  When they lose all that they had, they accumulate more than what they had lost.  They take up 

new endeavors and succeed.  Their po wers of divine grace keeps on increasing.  They earn money 

through spiritual means.  Half their life time is spent idly in eating, sleeping and indulging.  They come 

to have wealth by means that remain a mystery to others.   Their life is  full of ups and downs 

throughout. 

  

Name Number 77 

 Dominant Planet: Budhan 

 Planet Association : Kethu + Kethu 

This number lodges many an esoteric philosophy.  They are tenacious and progress with their own 

efforts.  They have a very good reputation.  They are famous.  They go by the principles of justice and 

fairness.  They do not look for any help from anyone but keep working towards their ideals themselves.   
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They make considerable progress in life.  They have a life of high status.  They take up frequent  travel 

to other places.  They visit foreign countries.  When they develop devotion to god and spiritual 

thoughts, they become very famous.  They get good positions by taking up social work.  They live with 

a mental discipline.  They live a life of fame and popularity. 

  

Name Number 78 

 Dominant Planet : Venus 

 Planet Association : Kethu + Saturn 

Those with name number 78 have powers of divine aspects and the most virtuous.  They live a life of 

justice.  They have a very fertile imagination.  Their speech is attractive.  They excel in acting, creative 

writing, dance and music.  They have a great likin g for social work.  They earn money with their 

intelligence.  They very easily master magic, incantation and other esoteric arts.  They are appreciated 

by many.  The government honors them.  Their words become true.  Enjoying the grace of God, they 

become  prophetic.  They are the treasure of arts.  They get monetary help from various sources.  Those 

who become quite mature in wisdom happen to lose  all their wealth.  When they are a little cautious, 

they can avoid it. 

  

Name Number 79 

 Dominant Planet : Kethu 

 Planet Association : Kethu and Budhan 

Name number 79 indicates struggle at the early part of life and popularity in the later part.  They 

achieve great progress in business and occupation only to fall to great depths.  This number indicates 

the tendency to pursue spiritual life and the worship of god.  There is a large group of people in waiting 

to listen to their words. They have the ability to guide others. They have a mass appeal. Their faith in 

anything is firm.  Their activities make others venerate them for being a great master and a mahan.  

Though they stand to be lucky in many ways, their family life is full of quarrels.  They excel in studies 

and reasoning.  They have strong will power.  They remain greatly spiritualistic. 
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Name Number 80 

 Dominant Planet: Saturn 

 Planet Association : Saturn + Zero 

This name number indicates expertise in philosophy.  They have  myst erious powers in plenty.  Their 

esoteric tricks succeed.  They accomplish rare feats and become famous.  They are constantly working 

out one revolution or the other.  They succeed in competitions.  They accomplish the impossible feats  

and become famous.  Their method  of worship of goods is unique.  They are knowledgeable in 

scriptures and science.  Even in the midst of fearsome life, they live comfortably.  They face dangers 

that pass.  They live according to situations.  This number incites extremism.  This number brings a lot 

of changes in life.  It is beneficial to a certain extent. 

  

Name Number 81 

 Dominant Planet : Mars 

 Planet Association : Saturn and Sun 

This number gives a lot of interest in spiritualism.  They  become teachers and counselors to many.  

There is a certain power about their speech.  They progress in life stai dly and enjoy luck in stages.   

They are very just persons.  If they are not cautious, they may incur loss of property and 

disappointment.  They are very much  interested in progressing in life.  They keep on planning their 

betterment.  They are always surrounded by pe ople. They become teachers, scholars and public 

speakers. 

  

Name Number 82 

 Dominant Planet : Sun 

 Planet Association : Saturn + Moon 

This number has the power of domination.  It makes even an ordinary person a great accomplisher. It 

has the fortune of a king.  It gives one the power to rule.  It brings great fame. 
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It makes one the ruler of a fertile nation. There is a grate attraction in the looks and speech of the 

person.  It brings luxurious vehicles.  They can master magical powers.  The number has the power of 

dominance over land.  It brings romantic affairs. 

They become great by virtue of their sense of duty and hard work.  They meet challenges and become 

successful.  They get the highest offices in the country.  They en joy the possession of gold, land and 

all. 

They are verily princes.  They get the wealth of land and gold.  They acquire esoteric knowledge like 

magic, yoga, meditation and all such powers.  They have the ability to rule over people. 

They work nobly and become great.  There is an attraction in thei r eyes.  They are dignified and 

dutiful.  They earn a very good reputation. 

  

Name Number 83 

 Dominant Planet : Moon 

 Planet Association : Saturn + Jupiter 

This number gives the majesty of royalty.  It brings venerable greatness.   It gives a royal life.  They 

enjoy sensuous pleasures.  They are excellent in winning over the enemies.  They are always the 

winning.  They win easily.  They succeed in anything easily.  They  stand to get unexpected large 

profits in their business.  They get high status, fame and dignity.  They he lp many persons.  Great 

positions come seeking them.  They have lasting and large wealth.  The enjoy constant fame.  They are 

venerated as the Messiahs and divine beings.  They live a happy life. 

  

Name Number 84 

 Dominant Planet : Jupiter 

 Planet Association : Saturn + Rahu 

They are very much interested in spiritualism.  They are very fa stidious.  They accomplish rare 

missions.  Youth is full of struggle .  They feel anxiety every now and then.  They stand to gain because 

of visits abroad.  They attract unnecessary enmity frequently.  Their achievements are not  
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commensurate with their efforts. They should follow the path of devotion to avoid sufferings in life.  

That brings peace to their heart. 

  

Name Number 85 

 Dominant Planet : Rahu 

 Planet Association : Saturn + Budhan 

They are venerable persons.  They are masters in performing and creative arts.  They become famous 

doctors of medicine.  They are renowned for medical effectiveness.  They have the power to dispel the 

distress of others.  They work their way to greatness.  They win over the evil.  They have great faith in 

devoting to god.  The enjoy scenes  of natural beauty and historical places.  They become venerable 

masters.  Struggling through youth, they attain happiness after adolescence.  They accumulate a lot of 

name and fame in medicine, defence, religion and spiritualism. 

  

Name Number 86 

 Dominant Planet : Budhan 

 Planet Association : Saturn Venus 

This number brings benefits from friends.  They enjoy the support of  the government and influential 

persons.  They work hard to grea tness and progress.  They accumula te a large wealth.  Their life is 

comfortable.  They are dignified and virtuous.  They get the help of  many persons.  The later part of 

life is better than the earlier part.  They get money from women.  They become famous after a lot of 

sufferings and thereafter they live happily. 

  

Name Number 87 

 Dominant Planet : Venus 

 Planet Association : Saturn + Kethu 

Those with 87 as name number have an intelligence to finesse.  Si nce 8 of Saturn and 7 of Kethu 

conjoin in this number, they take up foreign travel and wade their way through the forests and hills.   
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They accumulate wealth by evil means.  They keep awake during the night.  They drink.  They enjoy 

sex with women of ill repute.  They  are fanatic.  They constantly th ink about evil deeds.  They are 

mischievous by nature.  Their acti on plans are always intended to be harmful to others.  Robbery, 

prostitution, rape and extremism are indicted.  So no one shall have a name in number 87. 

  

Name Number 88 

 Dominant Planet : Kethu 

 Planet Association : Saturn + Saturn 

Those whose name number is 88 become very good in spiritualism.  They are liberal minded.  They are 

wise persons.  They are afraid of committing a sin.  They are prophetic.  They have pure love for all.  

They are venerable mahans.  They take up social service wholeheartedly.  Th ey practise nonviolence, 

truth, love in life and succeed.  They get great fame and reputation. 

  

Name Number 89 

 Dominate Planet : Saturn 

 Planet Association : Saturn + Mars 

They are brisk and skillful persons.  There is a certain energy about their speech and actions.  They are 

likely to face danger from electricity, sharp weapons or instruments and fire.  They look at anything 

from a different perspective from that of others.  They get all forms of wealth.  They possess farms and 

cattle wealth.  They accumulate artistic products.  They accumulate gems and gold.  There is a beauty, 

charm and magic of attractiveness about their face.  They entice people towards them.  Men are liked 

by women and women by men.  Thei r attractive beauty is quite a pleasant surprise.  They want to 

become farmers.  They have a long life.  They have  more of immovable property than the other way.  

They live with their powers of attraction undiminished. 

  

Name Number 90 

 Dominant Planet : Mars 
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           Planet Association : Mars + Zero 

This number gives perennial property like the perennial river.  They keep on givi ng others endlessly.  

They get great fame.  Since they have the fullest auspicious influence of Mars, they become successful 

in polities.  They are very fastidious about personal affairs.  They become leaders of movements.  They 

are industrious and brisk.  They are good in scriptural knowledge.  They reach their objectives easily 

and quickly.  They take up frequent  travels abroad and other places.  They love lands.  They have the 

ability to assess and evaluate lands. 

  

Name Number 91 

 Dominant Planet : Sun 

 Planet Association : Mars + Zero 

This number enhances self confidence.  It increases divine grace and wealth.  They take up foreign 

travels beyond the seas.  They take up pilgrimages. 

They stand to gain in export and import business.  They are full of will power.  They are constantly on 

travel.  They are travelers by nature.  They have a firm mind. 

They achieve success with the practice of esoteric arts like magic, meditation and yoga.  They live 

independently.  They have a comfor table life.  They make money in business associated with shipping, 

lorry, airplane. 

  

Name Number : 92 

 Dominant Planet : Moon 

 Planet Association : Mars and Moon 

This number gives a lot of money.  It also brings  all form of wealth like gold, land and gems.  They 

acquire lands and farms of considerable quantity.  They become masters of esoteric arts.  They exploit 

esoteric knowledge to advantage.  They know astr al travel.  They know to  shift from one body to 

another.  They know yogapriyam.  Th ey are knowledgeable in alchemy.  They live an independent life.  

They never subject themselves to anyone’s authority.  Thei r family life has problems.  They do not  
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enjoy very good health.  They have the luck of crossing the seas.  During the later part of life, they lose 

interest in worldly affairs. 

  

Name Number 93 

 Dominant Planet : Jupiter 

 Planet Association : Mars and Jupiter 

This number bestows great intellectual Powers.  Th ey accomplish very difficult tasks that are also 

novel.  They are knowledgeable in all matters of  the world.  They have the reputation of the 

knowledgeable person.  They are su ccessful creative writers.  They en joy all pleasures they desire.  

They are in different business and occupations.  They gain fame , dignity and wealth beyond the 

ordinary level.  They excel in cinema, TV and drama.  They are full of imagination.  They achieve feats 

in literature, music and philosophy. 

  

Name Number 94 

 Dominant Planet : Rahu 

 Planet Association : Mars + Rahu 

This number brings great fame and dignity.  They become venerated through the world.  They work out 

grand plans for the sake of the betterment of the human kind.  Happiness and sufferings alternate in 

their life.  They dedicate themselves to public welfare.  They live with great ideals.  Their principles are 

adapted by many. 

  

Name Number 95 

 Dominant Planet : Budhan 

 Planet Association : Mars and Budhan 

Those with 95 as name number are persons of dignity duty and discipline.  They  accomplish new 

records.  It brings them great fame.  They are very efficient persons.  They take up any endeavour with 

courage and succeed.  They are always brisk.  They may have to take up frequent travel to other places  
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and foreign lands.  They sell fancy articles and imported articles and make money.  They succeed in 

dealing with fashionable goods.  They gain a lot of advertisement for themselves. 

  

Name Number 96 

 Dominant Planet : Venus 

 Planet Association : Mars + Venus 

This number indicates the grace of the Goddess of Learning, Sarawathy.  Th ey are experts in all 

department of knowledge.  They get all kinds of wealth.  They are successful person who complete any 

job successfully.  All their plans su cceed.  The men have the ability to attract women, the men.  They 

have an irresistible appeal for the opposite successful person who complete any job successfully.  All 

their plans succeed.  The men have the ability to attract women and the women, the men.  They have an 

irresistible appeal for the opposite sex.  They are good in se veral forms of creative writing.  This 

number incites lust.  They have to be a little sedate in love affairs.  They attract the attention of anyone 

with their skills in the aesthetic and the artistic.  They enjoy popular luck. 

  

Name Number 97 

 Dominant Planet : Kethu 

 Planet Association : Mars and Kethu 

Name number 97 indicates the grace of the Goddess of Arts, Saraswathy.  They have the ability to read 

all the three times.  They are excellent in the field of arts.  They achieve complete success in all their 

endeavours.  Their wealth is great and large in deed.  They live like the God of Wealth.  They 

accomplish rare feats and become famous.  They learn different forms of  art and science.  They have 

numerous friends.  They take up studi es in arts, history and literature.  They are appreciated by the 

great.  They have considerable world experience.  They are knowledgeable in different fields.  They are 

always successful. 
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           Dominant Planet : Saturn 

 Planet Association : Mars + Saturn 

Name number 98 indicates living for others.  Th ey cannot earn anything for themselves.  Their 

knowledge, wisdom and talents are all to the advantage of others.  They have a great social sense.  

They become teachers.  They have a continuous string of sufferings in life.  Both physical and mental 

sickness affects them.  They have two families.  Sex becomes perverted.  They can find solutions to 

their problems with the grace of god.  They are lo rds of the arts.  Own business does not pay them.  

They have to live dependent on others. 

  

Name Number 99 

 Dominant Planet : Mars 

 Planet Association : Mars + Mars 

This number indicates goods and bad, benefit and ill luck, alternatively.  Unnecessary travel, confusion, 

two mindedness are indicated.  They mind thinks of the evil all the time.  There are successes in life 

and at the same time, there is a lot of opposition.  They are very well ed ucated.  They enjoy all 

pleasures of life.  They are courageous and daring.  Since they have two minds, they are likely to have 

more than one wife.  They file cases against others.  They have the tendency to avenge others.  They 

are attacked by indirect enemies.  They have to be cautious. 

  

Name Number 100 

 Dominant Planet : Sun 

 Planet Association : Sun + Zero + Zero 

This number indicates success in all endeavours.  Property in the form of land, gold and money 

accumulates.  They always have a lot of money at their disposal.  They are friendly and affectionate 

towards friends and relatives.  They do not get good opportunities in life. 
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Great enterprises do not give them success.  They lack worldly experience.  No remarkable incidents 

happen in life. 

They get money from small time business. They are known for patience. They live a life without much 

of a change and live comfortably. 

 

Name Number 101 

Dominant Planet : Moon 

Planet Association : Sun + Zero + Sun 

This number gives lick after tireless labour. They are tenacious persons.  They take up great business 

with the support of the government.  Their business slows down very often.  There is not much of a 

profit.  The can succeed on ly with the help of the other numbers.  This number misleads.  They get 

benefits from those in high positions in the government.  They get less income.  It is good for them to 

take up business that does not require capital input.  They are courageous and daring.  They have 

spiritual leanings.  Since it is 1 followed by 0 followed by, I there are no dramatic changes in life. 

 

Name Number 102 

Dominant Planet : Jupiter  

Planet Association : Sun + Zero + Moon 

Life is like descending into a pit and trying to come out and up.  Youth is spent in luck and happiness.  

The middle and last parts of life are full of problems.  The ultimate stage in life indicates confusion and 

mental disturbance.  They do not get any significant success in life.  They may have to lose hard earned 

wealth.  They get involved in unconnected issues and spoil their reputation.  They are adamant by birth.  

Friends are a source of danger to them.  They shall not take up a business that involves capital input. 

 

Name Number : 103 

Dominant Planet : Rahu 

Planet Association : Sun + Zero + Jupiter 
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This number affords a life of all pleasures and comforts.  They live the most prosperous life.  They 

modernize the traditional business and achieve great success.  They grow in affluence stage by stage.  

They achieve greatly in creative writing.  They face opposition of  course.  They have a sharp 

intelligence.  They live a life of lasting fame and lasting wealth.  They live the most affluent life.  The 

final stages in life are very remarkable. 

 

Name Number 104 

Dominant Planet : Budhan 

Planet Association : Sun + Zero + Rahu 

They do not get results commensurate with their efforts.  The beginning of life is affluent and dignified.  

But after middle age, they lose all the wealth they have accumulated.  They always like to be 

surrounded by people.  They complete very difficult tasks.  But only name and fame stays back.  They 

are very heroic.  They have wealth like house, vehicles and enjoy the services of servants.  They have a 

lot of affinity for nature.  They get awards and rewards in appreciation of their achievements. 

 

Name Number 105 

Dominant Planet : Venus 

Name number 105 indicates humanism.  They get influence, wealth and fame.  They live a life 

of extravagance.  They achieve gr eat success in business and occupation.  They accumulate wealth.  

They get great fame.  They beget good children.  Many lucky incidents happen in their life.  They 

advance step by step and reach great heights.  They  live a peaceful life.   Their life is full of happy 

situations. 

 

Name Number 106 

 Dominant Planet : Kethu 

 Planet Association : Sun + Zero + Venus 
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Those whose name number is 106 struggle while young and strive very hard during youth.  They 

achieve great success only in the later part of their life.  They come to enjoy all pleasure in life only 

late in life.  They have strong sexual desires.  Th is number has the power to induce sexual desires to a 

very great extent.  Those with this name number should be careful with women if they are men and 

women should be careful with men.  Otherwise they indulge in illicit affairs and bring shame upon 

themselves.  There is frequent spells of confusion in the mind.  They always have some complaint or 

the other about their health.  Their greed leads them to great suffering. 

 

Name Number 107 

 Dominant Planet : Saturn 

 Planet Association : Sun + Zero + Kethu 

This number brings difficulties in family life.  Husba nd and wife do not see face to face.  Sexual 

relationship does not last for long.  Money is there and wealth is also there.  But there is no satisfaction.  

They many suffer sleep walking and such ailments.  They  have double mind.  They do not get a 

compatible partner in life and feel frustrated.  They are famous and popular in the world.  They get 

great offices.  Family life alone is the trouble to them .  It is sanyas within family life.  They have 

lasting influence and fame. 

 

Name Number 108 

 Dominant Planet : Mars 

This number indicates spiritual powers.  Great positions seek them.  They are guardians to the wealth 

of others.  They have the wisdom to know happenings in advance.  They have foresight.  The mind 

feels ashamed to think of evil actions.  If they indulge in any evil act, they die suddenly. They are able 

to calculate the opportune time and achieve success.  They are heroic.  Thus they become famous 

throughout the world.  They are leaders.  They are good friends to many and guides to still many.  The 

society always venerates them. 
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Name Number 109 

 Dominant Planet : Sun 

 Planet Association : Sun + Zero + Mars 

This number brings government support.  They get the friendship of politicians and the support of those 

in power.  They achieve greatness in business with the blessings of the elders.  They accumulate wealth 

in jobs related to the government and contracts. 

They have many friends who help them.  They have plenty of friends abroad.  If they do not become 

greedy, they achieve great progress in life. 

  

Name Number 110 

 Dominant Planet : Moon 

 Planet Association : Sun + Sun + Zero 

This number indicates frequent changes.  There is no success in personal life as well as business.  In 

family life they get bad reputation and shame.  They are persons of confused minds.  Men face 

problems because of women and women because of men.  Success and failure alternate in their life.  It 

is good for them to opt for a partnership business.  They sleep during the day and keep awake during 

the dead of the night. 

  

Name Number 111 

 Dominant Planet : Jupiter 

 Planet Association : Sun + Sun + Sun 

This number brings great fame in politics.  They keep on visiting fo reign countries.  They get great 

fame and positions.  When they act with no selfishne ss, they succeed for sure.  When they do not 

become greedy, they get all pleasures in life.  They have many busin ess.  They become prosperous.  

Their fame lasts for long.  Friends do them a good turn.  After half the life, they become very famous. 
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           Dominant Planet : Budhan 

 Planet Association : Sun + Sun + Jupiter 

Name number 113 persons frequently travel to different places.  They get money from export import 

business.  They get involved in many areas of business.  Their business approach is novel and therefore 

their business becomes prosperous.  They need not invest a lot of capital.  They take up business like 

commission agency, counseling and accumulate wealth.  They have a great many friends.  They are 

sweet and sociable.  Their life is sweet and happy. 

  

Name Number 114 

 Dominant Plant : Venus 

 Planet Association : Sun + Sun + Rahu 

 This number is attracted by arts.  They shine well in all arts.  They take up many business or 

professions.  They are very much in terested in spiritualism.  They get the wealth of others.  They 

maintain in beautiful vehicle, luxurious house, and a fleet of servants.  They take up frequent foreign 

trips. They always live a life of extravagance. 

  

Name Number 115 

 Dominant Planet : Kethu 

 Planet Association : Sun + Sun + Budhan 

Name number 115 indicates frequent change of dwelling place.  They do not have a firm mind.  They 

are always confused.  They are not able to complete any assignment.  Their family life is very much 

like a life of renunciation.  They may have to dese rt the family frequently.  They are benefited in 

service to others.  They fail in all projects that they take up for themselves.  They keep wandering. 

  

Name Number 116 

 Dominant Planet : Saturn 

 Planet Association : Sun + Sun + Venus 
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This number makes an ordinary person a very important person but takes them back to the ordinary 

level.  They try to earn money by foul means.  They do not have peace of mind.  Women may have to 

face dangers because of men.  The mind always look s for shortcuts.  Their marriage defines social 

conventions in terms of relationship between the bridge and the groom.  They frequently wander about 

the country.  They love extravag ance.  They indulge too much in sex and subsequently become blind 

half way through life.  They are people who keep on moving with no meaning. 

  

Name Number 117 

 Dominant Planet : Mars 

 Planet Association : Sun + Sun + Kethu 

Name number 117 endows a person with enormous powers.  They do a good turn to all those 

associated with them.  Th ey greatly love arts.  They have ac quired a lot of information regarding 

spiritualism.  They spend to much on the extravagant.  They keep on working.  Their mind is never at 

poise.  It keeps moving like the waves of the ocean.  They spend all their hard-earned wealth in being 

too generous in spending.  They get the position of leaders.  They pur pue the path of wisdom for 

redemption. 

  


